MANANJARY
AIRPORT
Mananjary is a former Prefecture capital. The development of the
region goes hand in hand with the cash crops of its hinterland, from
the RN25, which connects it to Fianarantsoa, and especially from
the Pangalanes Canal, which makes it a river-trading port.
Location
Country
Province
Region
City
Location
Initial surface area
Coordinates
Altitude

Madagascar
Fianarantsoa
Vatovavy
Mananjary
3,8 km north from the city
132Ha
Lat.21°12’35’’ South
Long. 48°21’22,07’’ East
6m

Runway
Direction
Dimension
Nature
PCN bearing
capacity

QFU 04/22
1500m x 30m
asphalt
Runway : 32/F/B/X/T
Ramp : 36/F/B/X/T
Tarmac : 22/F/B/X/T

Aéronautical information
IATA Code
ICAO Code
Aerodrome Code
Airport type
Ref Aircraft
Operator
Adress
Website
Traffic nature
SSLIA level
Security level

MNJ
FMSN
3C
Civil - open to CAP
ATR72/600
ADEMA
BP 82
Phone. (261)34 07 565 01
mail : ademamnj@adema.mg
www.adema.mg
Domestic
1
Certificated in progress

Mananjary and its surroundings have a certain potential (variety of
activity sectors and crops, good quality soils, good rainfall, natural
and mining resources). Three development poles have been
defined around the opportunities and assets that can be valorized
(agricultural production, tourism and mining). On a cultural level,
the Sambatra (a traditional collective circumcision ceremony) is a
tourist attraction and event.
It is in this perspective that the Mananjary airport wants to better
position itself on the regional development scene and plans to
modernize its infrastructures.
The Mananjary Airport is located at 3.8 km north of the city center.
Its current size and the state of its equipment require extension and
modernization works. The platform must also comply with technical
and commercial standards as part of a multi-phase project. The
main objective is to carry out emergency works to overcome
current shortcomings such as the degradation of the tarmac, small
capacity of the passenger terminal, and the size of the runway that
needs to be enlarged.
The project to develop and extend the Mananjary Airport aims to
improve air connectivity between the regions of Madagascar and
with the outside world.
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Works
and acquisitions
to be achieved :

Reinforcing aeronautical pavements
Extending the passenger terminal
Building a fence around the premises
Lighting of aprons on pylons
Improving equipment against bird hazards
Building a modular trading block
Developing SLI service lanes
Developing runway strips
Building a new power plant
Building an incinerator
Developing Developing the runway strip with RESA

ADEMA is turning to private investors with a
view to establishing a partnership relationship.
The company also intends to build on the
international expertise of its future partner (s)
to enable the Mananjary airport to optimize
its development.
Expected results :

• Resumption of scheduled flights
• Accomodation of B737 type aircrafts
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